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Abstract  

The great advances in silicon photonic sensing technology have made it an attractive 

platform for a wide of sensing applications. However, most silicon photonic sensing 

platforms suffer from high susceptibility to the temperature fluctuation of operating 

environment. Additional complex and costly chemical signal enhancement strategies are 

usually required to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Here, a biotoxoid photonic 

sensor that is resistant to temperature fluctuation have been demonstrated. This novel 

sensor consists of a ring resonator coupled to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) 

readout unit. Instead of using costly wavelength interrogation, our photonic sensor 

directly measures the light intensity ratio between the two output ports of MZI. The 

temperature dependence (TD) controlling section of the MZI is used to eliminate the 

adverse effects of ambient temperature fluctuation. The simulation and experimental 

results show a linear relationship between the interrogation function and the 

concentration of analyte under operation conditions. The thermal drift of the proposed 

sensor is just 0.18%, which is a reduction of 567 folds for chemical sensing and 28 folds 

for immuno-biosensing compared to conventional single ring resonator. The SNR 

increases from 6.85 dB to 19.88 dB within a 2°C temperature variation. The high SNR 

optical sensor promises great potential for amplification-free of detection of nucleic acids 

and other biomarkers. 

Keywords: biotoxoid detection; silicon photonic sensor; ring resonator; MZI; 

temperature insensitivity; intensity integration. 
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In recent years, silicon photonic ring resonator-based sensor has been widely 

applied to the detection of various chemical and biological analytes, such as proteins, 

RNA and other biomarkers1-7. Compared to other detection platforms,  the silicon ring 

resonator has numerous advantages such as high sensitivity, compact size, label-free 

sensing scheme, real-time readout, low sample consumption, multiplexing and immunity 

to electromagnetic interference8. Moreover, the ring resonator is compatible with 

complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processing, which enables mass 

production and easy integration with on-chip light sources, detectors and microfluidic 

units, leading to a multi-functional platform for the detection of various chemical or 

biological components9-10. 

Despite its many advantages, one common problem with the silicon ring resonator 

is that the output spectrum constantly drifts due to the fluctuation of ambient temperature. 

The detection accuracy is hence compromised by this temperature-induced signal drift, 

which could reach up to ~ 50 pm/°C for silicon-based ring resonator due to its large 

thermal-optic (TO) coefficient (1.86 × 10-4 /K)11-12. Recently, several strategies have been 

proposed to enhance the sensitivity of ring resonators. For instance, the Vernier effect, 

which explores the tiny difference between free spectral ranges (FSR) of the sensing and 

reference ring resonators, has significantly improved the sensitivity and limit of detection 

(LOD)13-14. Nevertheless, the temperature-induced wavelength drift can also be amplified 

by the Vernier effect and superimposed on top of the true signals, which would 

significantly decrease the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and compromise the advantage of 

the Vernier effect. Therefore, eliminating the adverse effect resulting from temperature 

fluctuation is of ultimate importance to a reliable silicon ring resonator-based sensor. A 
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number of methods have been developed to tackle this problem. One approach is to 

maintain a constant temperature on chip with a temperature controller15. However, it 

takes a long time for the temperature to stabilize whenever a new reagent is introduced to 

the resonator. In addition, it is difficult to integrate the temperature controller on a silicon 

photonic chip. Another approach incorporates a reference ring resonator to monitor the 

temperature variability in real time16. In this case, extra data processing is required to 

correct the temperature effect, and each detection ring must be accompanied by a 

reference ring due to the temperature variability on chip, which would significantly 

complicate the chip design and operation. Yet another method is to fabricate athermal 

structures using materials with opposite thermal-optic coefficients in core and cladding 

regions17. However, it is challenging to identify appropriate materials that are compatible 

with existing fabrication processes. In addition to the effort in improving the resonator 

chip structure, new assay formats have also been implemented to achieve high sensitivity. 

For instance, additional binding agents are introduced to generate multi-layer stacks of 

biomolecule on the ring resonator to enhance the signal. The binding agents could also be 

conjugated to enzymes that promote the generation of insoluble substrate that precipitates 

on the ring resonator for signal enhancement., Although these methods are effective, they 

are complex and highly costly18-19. 

The signal readout of ring resonators primarily relies on wavelength interrogation. 

However, wavelength interrogation usually requires a costly and bulky tunable laser 

source with a super-narrow linewidth or a high-resolution optical spectrum analyzer 

(OSA) due to the high Q value of the resonant peak in the spectrum20. To tackle this 

problem, a low-cost broadband source is used to excite the sensing ring, and on-chip 
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spectrometers such as arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) are employed to interrogate 

the wavelength shift of the resonant peak21-22. A high-resolution on-chip spectrometer is 

required to achieve high detection sensitivity. However, such an on-chip spectrometer 

would lead to a significant increase in chip size.  

Because of the aforementioned limitations, it is challenging but highly desired to 

develop a simple and reliable integrated photonic sensing system for the detection of 

biotoxins, RNA and other biomarkers. In this paper, a temperature-insensitive biotoxoid 

photonic sensor that combines a ring resonator and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) 

is demonstrated to detect botulinum toxoid type A. A low-cost broadband light source is 

used as the input of the sensing ring, and the output signal is interrogated by detecting the 

light intensity ratio between the two output ports of the MZI. A temperature-dependent 

section embedded in the two arms of the MZI is designed to correct the spectrum drift 

due to temperature fluctuation. We demonstrate glucose sensing based on refractive index 

and quantitative detection of botulinum toxoid type A using an immunoassay. The 

adverse effect due to thermal drift of the proposed sensor is reduced by 567 times for 

glucose sensing and by 28 times for botulinum toxoid type A detection compared to the 

single ring resonator sensor. The SNR increases from 6.85 dB to 19.88 dB within 2°С 

variation. 

Design and Theoretical Analysis 

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illustration of the photonic sensor consisting of a 

ring resonator and an MZI with temperature dependence (TD) control sections embedded 

in both arms. A broadband light source is coupled into the bus waveguide through an 

input fiber to excite the sensing ring, and a resonant peak emerges at its drop port. The 
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resonant peak is then launched into the input of the MZI, i.e. a Y-splitter, by which the 

input light is divided into two sub-beams of equal intensity. After propagating along 

different paths, these two sub-beams pass through a directional coupler (DC). Finally, 

intensity signals from the two output ports of the DC are acquired by two photodetectors.  

As shown in Figure 1(a), the sensing ring comprises two DCs with self-coupling 

and cross-coupling coefficients of ri and ki (i = 1, 2), respectively, and ri
2 + ki

2 = 1. The 

waveguide width ws of the ring resonator is optimized for high sensitivity and large 

fabrication tolerance. The transmittance function of the drop-port is expressed as23 
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where 𝑎2 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝛼𝐿𝑟) is the single-pass transmission loss, including both propagation 

loss in the ring and loss in the couplers. α is the power attenuation coefficient, Lr is 

circumference of the ring, and neff  is effective index of the guiding mode in the ring. 

The MZI with two output ports O1 and O2 consists of two sections as shown in 

Figure 1(a). One section has a normal MZI design with waveguide width of w0 same as 

the ring resonator and lengths of L1 and L2 for the upper and lower arms, respectively. 

The length difference between the two arms is defined as ΔL = L1 - L2. The other is the 

TD adjusting section with a narrow waveguide of width w1, a wide waveguide of width 

w2 and a length of La = x · ΔL, where x is defined as the TD compensation factor. When x 

= 0, it is a conventional MZI without the TD adjusting section. When x ˃ 0, the wide 

waveguide is located in the lower arm of the MZI, as the case illustrated in Figure 1(a). In 

contrast, the wide waveguide is located in the upper arm when x ˂ 0. Assuming that the 

output DC of the MZI structure has a cross-coupling coefficient of km, the transmittance 

functions for the two output ports of the MZI are written as 
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where neff(w0), neff(w1) and neff(w2) are effective indices of the normal waveguide, narrow 

waveguide and wide waveguide, respectively. 

Assuming that the sensing ring resonates at a wavelength λs, and in combination 

with the transmittance functions of the ring resonator and MZI, the final output signals 

from the two output ports O1 and O2 of the sensing system are expressed as 
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where S(λ) is the emission spectrum of the input light source with a wavelength ranging 

from λ− to λ+. It is noted that if the broadband light source S(λ) covers multiple resonant 

peaks of the sensing ring in its response spectrum, the value of IOi ( i = 1, 2 ) by intensity 

interrogation will be significantly altered, resulting in a large detection error. In order to 

address this problem, the solution is to design a sensing ring with an FSR larger than the 

spectral width of the input broadband source, which will result in only one resonant peak 

at its drop-port. An alternative method is to ensure that only one resonant peak would 

appear in the response spectrum by limiting the input bandwidth with a wavelength filter. 

An interrogation function R(λs) is defined for the resonant wavelength of the 

sensing ring resonator. R(λs) is obtained by taking the logarithm of the power ratio 

between the two outputs O1 and O2, which is expressed as  
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Since the light source S(λ) is included in the integral term of both Eqs. (3a) and (3b), it 

can be deduced that the value of R(λs) is independent on the power fluctuation of S(λ).  

According to Eqs. (2a) and (2b), the output TOi of the MZI is dependent on the DC cross-

coupling coefficient km, hence the interrogation function is also a function of km. Figure 

2(a) shows the spectral responses of the two outputs O1 and O2 of the MZI when km 

=√0.1, √0.2, √0.3, √0.4 and √0.5 with FSRm of the MZI being 5 nm. It is noticed that 

TO1(λ) and TO2(λ) have different values when km is different. R(λs) as a function of 

wavelength λs is shown in Figure 2(b) with an enlarged view showing the wavelength 

range around 1550 nm in the inset. The linear range between R and λs increases with 

increasing km (limited to km <√0.5), but decreases as km further increases. In the linear 

region, the slope of R with respect to λs indicates the detection sensitivity and increases 

with the increasing km (limited to km <√0.5). Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the 

linear range and sensitivity. In the following design, we set km to √0.2 , which 

corresponds to a large linear dynamic range that corresponds to ~ 70% of the half of 

FSRm of the MZI. 

Figure 1(b) shows the schematics of the temperature-insensitive detection by the 

ring resonator when the ambient temperature drifts by a small degree ΔT. For clarity, we 

assume that the temperature variability results in a shift of resonant wavelength by ΔλTs 

and ΔλTm for the ring resonator and MZI, respectively. The initial value of R is assumed 

to be R0 before the temperature changes by ΔT. As shown in Figure 1(b), for R to remain 

constant under temperature fluctuations, ΔλTm = ΔλTs must be satisfied, a scenario known 

as on-compensation. As shown in Figure 1(b), if ΔλTm < ΔλTs, the value of R becomes 
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larger, a scenario known as under-compensation. In contrast, if ΔλTm > ΔλTs, the value of 

R becomes smaller, a scenario known as over-compensation. Therefore, in order to 

eliminate the error resulting from temperature fluctuation, the relationship of ΔλTm = ΔλTs 

should always be satisfied, i.e. the TD of the MZI must be the same as that of the sensing 

ring. During sensing, the sensing ring and the reference ring should be kept in the same 

thermal environment by being placed in the same microfluidic channel24. 

Since silicon has a large TO coefficient, the temperature variability significantly 

influences the spectral response of silicon-based devices. The TD of the sensing ring 

resonator, i.e. its resonant wavelength shift with respect to temperature change, is written 

as 

effs s

g

n

T T n

 
= 

 
                                                                (5) 

where ng = neff − λ·dneff /dλ is group index of the fundamental guiding mode in the ring 

waveguide. Similarly, for the MZI in Figure 1(a),  
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where ng(wi) = neff(wi)− λm·dneff(wi)/dλ ( i = 0, 1, 2 ) is the group index of the 

fundamental mode of the waveguide with width wi. Given in Eqs. (5) and (6), the TDs are 

mainly attributed to effective index changes of the fundamental modes in the ring and 

MZI waveguides with respect to temperature variability, i.e., ∂neff/∂T, which is 

determined by the waveguide dimension, operating wavelength and TO coefficient of the 

upper-cladding material. Furthermore, it is seen from Eq. (6) that the second term in 

parentheses on the right-hand side denotes the TD adjusting parameters. Therefore, TD of 

the MZI can be altered by adjusting the width of the narrow and broad waveguide by a 
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constant x or by adjusting the compensation factor x when the widths of the MZI arms 

remain constant. 

Thermal expansion of silicon affects the effective index neff of the guiding mode 

in the waveguide, which is the major reason for temperature susceptibility of silica-on-

silicon platform-based devices25. However, it is negligible compared to the TO effect of 

silicon26. Therefore, we only consider the TO effect of silicon on neff of the guiding mode, 

and use Eqs. (5) and (6) to analyze TDs of the sensing ring and MZI, respectively. 

The advantage of the proposed sensor structure is that the sensing ring resonator 

and MZI can be designed and optimized independently. Therefore, the sensing ring 

resonator can be designed with a high sensitivity and a large tolerance for easy 

fabrication. The MZI, on one hand, is designed to match the TD of the sensing ring to 

realize temperature-insensitive detection. On the other hand, it is also optimized to obtain 

a wide linear dynamic range between the interrogation function R(λs) and the resonant 

wavelength λs of the sensing ring in the required detection range. 

Simulation Design. Here, we consider a SOI wafer with a top silicon layer with a 

thickness of 220 nm and buried oxide (BOX) layer of 3 μm. The finite-difference 

eigenmode (FDE) solver is used to calculate the effective index and group index of the 

fundamental guiding mode. The device is covered by an upper-cladding layer made of 

silicon dioxide with a thickness of 1.5 μm. The sensing ring is submerged in the sensing 

medium during detection. The sensing medium is the deionized (DI) water, which is 

pertinent to most biosensing applications. Refractive indices and TO coefficient of 

relevant materials at the wavelength of 1.55 μm are listed in Table S1.  
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Based on Eq. (5), TDs of the fundamental TE mode for a waveguide with water 

and SiO2 as the upper-cladding are calculated in Figure 2(c). The TDs increase as the 

width of waveguide increases and gradually reach a plateau. When silica is used as the 

upper cladding of the waveguide, the TD is larger than the case with water as the upper 

cladding for the waveguide of the same width. The key to temperature-insensitive 

detection is to keep TD the same between the ring resonator and the MZI. Taking into 

account of the single mode condition in the sensing ring and large fabrication tolerance in 

MZI, we set the waveguide width to 450 nm for the sensing ring, and w1 = w0 = 450 nm 

and w2 = 800 nm for the MZI arms. Fundamental mode of the normal width w0 in MZI is 

adiabatically converted to that of the broad width w2 by a taper section to avoid exciting 

higher-order modes. Table 1 summarizes relevant simulated results of the fundamental 

TE mode for the designed ring resonator and MZI waveguides operating at the 

wavelength of 1.55 μm. According to Eq. (6) and in combination with the simulated 

results in Table 1, TD of the MZI as a function of the compensation factor x is calculated 

and shown in Figure 2(d). The TD of MZI can be tuned to any value by altering x. When 

the MZI has the same TD as the sensing ring, the required value of x is approximately 

2.43. Considering the deviation between the design and the fabricated device, three 

values of x (2, 2.43 and 3) are employed in our design. 

Preparation and Methods 

Chip Fabrication and Experimental Set-up. The sensing structure is fabricated 

on a SOI wafer based on the simulation. First, the 70-nm thick silicon is etched by 

inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching to form grating couplers, and the 

remaining 150-nm Si is etched to define the wire waveguides. Subsequently, an upper-
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cladding layer of 1.5-μm silica is deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PECVD). After that, the sensing window of the ring resonator is opened by 

anisotropic RIE dry etching and isotropic etching based on the vapor HF to remove the 

silica upper-cladding. The micrographs of the fabricated sensing chip are shown in 

Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) (More images about the setup and the device are available in 

Supplementary Figure S1). In the experiment, the sensing chip is packaged into a home-

made holder with a microfluidic flow channel made by laminating a laser-cut gasket 

(perfluoroelastomer, Kalrez) over the sensing window of the ring resonator. An 

aluminum chip holder and lid are placed on top to hold the gasket in place, forming an 

integrated optofluidic system27-30. A temperature controller (TED 200 C, Thorlabs) is 

placed beneath the optofluidic system to control the temperature31. A broadband optical 

light source (ALS-CL-13-B-FA, Amonics) connected to an external bandwidth-variable 

tunable filter (BVF-200CL, Alnair Labs) generates a wavelength ranging from 1540 to 

1550 nm, which ensures that only one resonant peak of the sensing ring is excited. The 

light source is tuned to TE polarization via a fiber polarization controller (FPC032, 

Thorlabs), and coupled into the bus waveguide through a fiber array with four channels. 

After propagating through the sensing chip, the output light from through-port O0 of the 

sensing ring is coupled out of the chip via a grating coupler to an external OSA 

(AQ6370D, Yokogawa) as a reference to monitor the resonant peak shift of the sensing 

ring. The other two outputs O1 and O2 are connected to two photodetectors inside a multi-

channel power meter (MPM-210, Santec) to monitor the output of MZI. The measured 

spectra from output ports O0, O1 and O2 are shown in Figure 3(d). Due to fabrication 

imperfections, the dimension of the fabricated waveguide is slightly different from the 
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designed specifications, thereby resulting in a blue shift of the resonant wavelength of the 

sensing ring. 

Detection Procedure. The sensing capability is first demonstrated by measuring 

the bulk refractive index of glucose solution of various concentrations (Sigma-Aldrich) 32. 

The glucose solution is injected into the microfluidic channel by a syringe pump 

(neMESYS, CETONI GmbH). The solution flows through the bare surface of the sensing 

chip maintained at a constant temperature by the temperature controller. When the signal 

of the reference port O0 becomes stable, the power signal from port O1 and O2 are 

collected for 30 seconds with 3 repeats. The same procedure is conducted at several 

different temperatures. Then the microfluidic channel is washed with DI water before 

another glucose concentration is injected. The detection for glucose with concentration 

ranging from 0 to 2.5% with a step of 0.5% is shown in Figure 4. 

The botulinum toxoid type A (BoNT-A, DuoSet) is detected using the same chip 

design. The surface of the sensing ring is pre-functionalized with capture antibodies as 

shown in Figure 5(a). The sensor chip is rinsed with acetone and ethanol to remove 

surface contamination, and it is further cleaned with oxygen plasma (PDC-002, Harrick 

Plasma) for 5 min before being immersed into a 5% (v/v) solution of 3-

aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES, Thermo Fisher Scientific) (2 mL in acetone, 4 min). 

After rinsing and drying, the salinized chip reacts with a 5 mM solution of the 

bis(sulfosuccinimidys)suberate (BS3, Thermo Fisher Scientific) cross linker (20 µL, 2 mg 

in 700 µL 2 mM acetic acid) for 3 min. After another round of rinsing and drying, the 

capture antibody (0.3 mg/mL) (DuoSet ELISA development system, R&D Systems) is 

immobilized on the waveguide surfaces of the sensing ring via covalent linkage. 
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Following antibody immobilization, the surface is passivated by the blocking buffer 

(StartingBlock, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and stored at 4°C for at least one hour before 

use. Before each measurement, the chip is loaded into the optofluidic holder. Baseline 

signal is obtained with running buffer (Ancillary Reagent Kit 2, DuoSet) that is injected 

at 30 µL/min for 2 minutes. After the signal from ports O0 gets stable, the sample is 

injected into the microfluidic channel and interacts with the capture antibody that is pre-

functionalized on the surface of the sensing ring for 20 minutes. The running buffer runs 

for another 2 minutes, and then the signal is collected. Subsequently, the sample is 

measured under different temperatures. Finally, the regeneration buffer is injected for 

around 30 seconds to release the sample from the capture antibody 33-35.  

Experimental Results and Discussions 

Performance Characterization Results. Figure 4(a) shows the TD results of the 

three sensors designed with x = 2, 2.43 and 3 at the temperature ranging from 20.0°С to 

23.0°С with a step of 0.5°С. The TDs of these three sensors with compensation are 

reduced to a low level. And the sensor shows a lowest TD of 0.00058 /°С when x = 3. For 

comparison, we also deduce the TD of the sensing ring using the wavelength signal from 

Port O0, which gives a TD of 0.329 /°С as shown in dash line. The value is 567 times 

larger than the compensated sensor when x = 3. Figure 4(b) shows the bulk refractive 

index sensing results with x = 2.43 for glucose solutions from 0.0% to 2.5% with a step 

of 0.5%. At the same time, a temperature variation of 1°С is also applied to the sensor. A 

linear relationship between R and glucose concentration is obtained for the tested 

concentration range. R remains unchanged for the three different temperatures within the 

given concentration range, which implies that R is insensitive to the ambient temperature 
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variability, and is only determined by the bulk refractive index of the glucose solution. 

However, the signals from through-port O0 of the sensing ring are susceptible to the 

temperature variability and reduces the LOD. The calculated SNR is < 6.85 dB in the 

through-port O0 and 19.88 dB after compensation within a 2°С temperature variation. The 

SNR is improved by 20 times in our chip compared to a single ring sensor. The linear 

relationship between R and peak shift ∆λ of the sensing ring from through port O0 is also 

validated as shown in Figure S3. The results indicate that the wavelength interrogation 

approach widely used for single-ring sensor could be replaced by a low-cost intensity 

interrogation approach with our design without compromising the accuracy. 

Biotoxoid Detection Results. The quantitative detection of botulinum toxoid type 

A is demonstrated following the procedure shown in Figure S4. The signals from output 

ports O1 and O2 are monitored by two photodetectors, and the signal from the output port 

O0 is monitored by an OSA for comparison. Figure 5(b) shows the real-time testing 

results for 24 min. In the initial 2 min, the running buffer is injected into the microfluidic 

channel to form the baseline. The testing samples are then injected into the sensing chip 

for 20 min. Due to the fact that the refractive index of botulinum toxoid type A varies 

largely with concentration, the detected signals change substantially with botulinum 

toxoid type A of different concentrations. At this moment, the detected results (R values) 

correspond to the bulk refractive index sensing. The washing buffer is injected into the 

sensing chip at t = 22 min for 2 minutes to remove non-specific binding. True signals due 

to specific high-affinity binding are acquired at t = 24 min. The acquired R value versus 

target concentration is plotted in Figure 5(c) which shows a linear relationship. Figure 5(d) 

shows the temperature insensitive performance after the surface modification. R remains 
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almost a constant with a slope of only 0.01176 /°С as the temperature changes. The 

thermal drift significantly decreases by 28 times with compensation, and the effect of 

small temperature fluctuation is usually buried in the system noise. There are two factors 

contributing to the intensity instability. The first one can be attributed to the flow-induced 

transients, and the second one is due to Fabry-Perot reflections within the I/O grating 

couplers and at the interfaces between the silica upper-cladding and sensing medium in 

the sensing window. The coefficient of variation (CV) is used to evaluate the stability of 

the sensing system. Figure 4(a) shows that the CV is less than 0.216% for all conditions. 

The CVs of experiment results in Figures 5(c) and (d) are 0.531% and 0.338%, 

respectively. The small values almost entirely fall within the 95% prediction bands even 

with a 2°С temperature variation as shown in Figure 5(c). 
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Conclusions 

In summary, a biotoxoid photonic sensor that is resistant to temperature fluctuation has 

been demonstrated. This novel sensor consists of a ring resonator coupled to an MZI 

readout unit. Instead of using costly wavelength interrogation, our photonic sensor 

directly measures the light intensity ratio between the two output ports of MZI. The TD 

controlling section of the MZI is used to eliminate the adverse effects of ambient 

temperature fluctuation. The simulation and experimental results show a linear 

relationship between the interrogation function and the concentration of analyte under 

operation conditions. The thermal drift of the proposed sensor is just 0.18%, which is a 

reduction of 567 folds for chemical sensing and 28 folds for immuno biosensing 

compared to conventional single ring resonator. The SNR increases from 6.85 dB to 

19.88 dB within a 2°С temperature variation. The sensitivity of the designed biosensor 

with x = 2.43 is 0.21/decade, and its LOD is 1.69 ng/mL with a linear dynamic range 

from 55 ng/mL to 800 ng/mL. The CV of 0.531% shows a high accuracy. These 

performances make it comparable with other toxin detection work36-37. The high SNR 

optical sensor has a huge potential to push the LOD of biosensors to sub-picogram per 

milliliter range in combination with signal enhancement strategies38. Such a high 

sensitivity is critical for the detection of biotoxins which are often present at a low 

centration. It also promises great potential for amplification-free of detection of nucleic 

acids and other biomarkers39-44. 
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Figure 1. Device architecture and principle for the proposed temperature-insensitive 

photonic sensor. (a) Detailed view of the proposed sensor structure and rough operating 
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situation with related parameters labeled in. (b) Schematic illustration of the temperature-

insensitive detection principle for the sensing ring as the environmental temperature has a 

small variation of ΔT. ΔλTs represents the temperature change induced resonance 

wavelength shift of the sensing ring resonator and ΔλTm spectral shift of the MZI. Only 

when ΔλTm is equal to ΔλTs, the value of R(λs) remains unchanged, named as on-

compensation condition. 
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Figure 2. Simulation results of the output curve with different DC parameter and TD 

versus waveguide width. (a) Spectral responses of the two output ports O1 and O2 of the 

MZI with different cross-coupling coefficient km, respectively. The output DC of the MZI 

has a waveguide width of w0 = 450 nm and gap of 200 nm in the simulation, and different 

coupling length corresponds to different cross-coupling coefficient km. (b) R as a function 

of λ with different km values of √0.1, √0.2, √0.3, √0.4, √0.5, respectively and its close-

up at the wavelength around 1550 nm. (c) TDs of the fundamental TE mode with respect 

to the width of a waveguide (as shown in the lower-right) with water and silica as its 

upper-cladding respectively, at the wavelength of 1.55 µm. The determined waveguide 

widths wi (i = 0,1,2) for the MZI, and the ring width ws, are also indicated. (d) TD of the 

MZI as a function of the compensation factor x at the wavelength of 1.55 µm based on 
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the parameters given in Table S1. The required value for x to make the TD of the MZI 

equal to that of the ring sensor is ~2.43.  
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Figure 3. Micrograph of the sensor and its spectral response. (a) Optical micrograph of 

chip that shows the sensing window and MZI region (sharpened and false-colored to 
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show the key features). The output waveguides between DC and grating coupler are 

cropped. The original micrograph is available in Figure S1(a). (b) Electron micrograph of 

the sensing window. (c) Electron micrograph of the directional coupler (taken before the 

cladding material is deposited). (d) Three outputs performance of temperature insensitive 

sensor within one peak by external bandwidth-variable tunable filter. 
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Figure 4. Experimental results of the fabricated sensor chip under glucose solution. (a) 

Measurement results of the sensor chip under three different x values of 2, 2.43 and 3 by 

varying the temperature. The slopes are 0.00058 /°С, 0.00139 /°C and 0.0084/°C for x = 3, 

2.43 and 2, respectively, while that is 0.329 /°C for the output port O0 corresponding to 
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the single ring detection. (b) The experimentally detected R as a function of the cladding 

solution at three different environmental temperatures with and without MZI.  
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Figure 5. Experimental results of the sensor chip for the detection of botulinum toxoid 

type A. (a) Surface modification protocol of the biotoxoid sensor chip functionalized with 

the capture antibody. (b) The evolution of R in dynamic period under different 

concentrations of botulinum toxoid type A through the monitor for the ports O1 and O2. (c) 

R as a function of the concentration of botulinum toxoid type A at three different 

environmental temperatures with MZI. (d) Temperature influence testing for the sensor 

chip. 
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Table 1: Simulated results for the fundamental TE modes of the ring resonator and MZI 

waveguides at the wavelength of 1.55µm. The waveguide height is 220nm. 

Parameter 

Ring WG  

(water cladding) 

MZI WG  

(silica cladding) 

ws 

 (450nm) 

w0  

(450nm) 

w1 

(450nm) 

w2 

(800nm) 

TD (pm/°C) 65.44 72.45 72.45 76.32 

neff 2.3247 2.3517 2.3517 2.6889 

∂neff/∂T (1/°C) 1.85 × 10-4 2.01 × 10-4 2.01 × 10-4 1.93 × 10-4 

ng 4.3877 4.3088 4.3088 3.9207 
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